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2018 March Latest Cisco 300-070 Exam Dumps with PDF and VCE Free Updated Today! Following are some new 300-070 Real
Exam Questions:1.|2018 Latest 300-070 Exam Dumps (PDF & VCE) 228Q&As Download:
https://www.braindump2go.com/300-070.html2.|2018 Latest 300-070 Exam Questions and Answers Download:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B75b5xYLjSSNMzVucWVTMlQwMWc?usp=sharingQUESTION 115Which three options
are valid digit discard instructions?A. PreAt.B. PreDot.C. Leading#.D. PostAt.E. Trailing#.F. PostDot.Answer:
ABEQUESTION 116The Cisco TelePresence Conductor will not handle conference requests if the administrator username/
password is configured as which of these options?A. admin/TANDBERGB. administrator/TANDBERGC. tandberg/CiscoD.
admin/CiscoE. cisco/CiscoF. administrator/CiscoG. cisco/TANDBERGAnswer: AQUESTION 117A customer recently
installed a Cisco TelePresence MCU 5320. The customer wants a virtual meeting room that restricts participants from
communicating before the customer joins the call.Which feature in the MCU enables this functionality?A. Floor and chair control.
B. Numeric ID.C. PIN codes.D. Owner.Answer: AQUESTION 118When dialing 1234, which rule is matched first?A. route
pattern 1XXXB. route pattern 12[123]XC. translation pattern 12[123]XD. translation pattern 1XXXE. directory number
12345Answer: CQUESTION 119When creating a route pattern, which two of these options should you avoid? (Choose two)A.
Lowercase characters, such as a, b, cB. Wildcards.C. Numbers.D. Uppercase characters, such as A, B, C.E. Spaces.F.
Special characters andescape sequences, such as @ and +.Answer: AEQUESTION 120What are two benefits of using the DiffServ
QoS model? (Choose two)A. It offers an absolute guarantee of service quality.B. It is highly scalable.C. RTCP is scalable.D.
It provides many different levels of quality.E. RSVP is not scalable.Answer: BDQUESTION 121Which two elements of a dial
plan define the domains that are accessible and are assigned to an endpoint? (Choose two)A. Partitions.B. Calling Search Spaces.
C. Route patterns.D. Translation patterns.E. Call Admission Control.Answer: ABQUESTION 122Which two options can a
route pattern be assigned? (Choose two)A. A gateway that is assigned to a route group.B. A route list with one or more route
groups configured.C. A gateway that is not assigned to a route group.D. A route list with no route groups configured.Answer:
ADExplanation:If the gateway is included in a Route Group, this drop-down list box does not display the gateway. When a gateway
is chosen in the drop-down list box, Cisco Unified Communications Manager uses all the ports in the gateway to route/block this
route pattern. This action does not apply for MGCP gateways.
http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/voice_ip_comm/cucm/admin/8_6_1/ccmcfg/bccm-861-cm/b03rtpat.htmlQUESTION 123
What is the best tool to test end verify a dial plan during the implementing phase?A. Translator XB. CUCM Dialed Number
Analyzer.C. Real-Time Monitoring Tool.D. Cisco Prime Collaboration Tool.Answer: BQUESTION 124When implementing a
global dial plan, which digit manipulation feature in CUCM does Cisco recommend for adding +1 to all outbound calls?A. Called
party transformation.B. Calling party transformation.C. Translation pattern.D. External phone mask.Answer: AQUESTION
125ABC SA de CV is a Company located in New York City and has 3 Branch Offices in Laredo, Bryan, and Houston Texas. The
network Administrator has the requirement to configure that all international calls goes out first for Houston Texas, if the GW of
Houston goes down then the international call goes out for Bryan Texas and if GW of Bryan goes down, the international call will
go out of Laredo Texas. What does the Administrator have to configure to achieve this requirement?A. Configure a Route Pattern
selecting all possible gateways.B. Configure a Line Group for international calls selecting the first option GW of Houston, then
Bryan and finally Laredo. After this he has to configure a Hunt List for international calls selecting the Line Group for international
calls and finally create the Hunt Pilot for International calls selecting the Hunt List created for international calls.C. Configure a
New Partition and New CSS for international calls.D. Configure a Route Group for international calls selecting the first option
GW of Houston, then Bryan and finally Laredo. After this he has to configure a Route List for international calls selecting the Route
Group for international calls and finally create the Route Pattern for International calls selecting the Route List created for
international calls.Answer: D!!!RECOMMEND!!!1.|2018 Latest 300-070 Exam Dumps (PDF & VCE) 228Q&As Download:
https://www.braindump2go.com/300-070.html2.|2018 Latest 300-070 Study Guide Video: YouTube Video:
YouTube.com/watch?v=5R8pE6A76Oc
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